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Patterns in Drying Water Films

ting realistic solutions, numerical com
putations have been heavily used, but
because of the need to specify anisotrop
ic parameters it has been difficult to see
Stephen G. Lipson, Nirit Samid-Merzel and David S. Tannhauser
the wood for the trees. In attempts to
Israel Institute of Technology
understand the basic physics behind
solidification patterns, it would be nice
to be able to study completely isotropic
materials. Growth simulations for the
Why do apparently uniform and simple systems spontaneously develop
isotropic case have been carried out in
complex patterns? The study of drying water films is helping us to understand
two dimensions by Ofer Shochet, Raz
how a departure from equilibrium affects the type of pattern formed
Kupferman and Eshel Ben-Jacob at TelAviv University and by Thomas Ihle and
Some patterns appear under equilibrium ential equations. In particular, it is found Heiner Müller-Krumbhaar at Jülich, who
conditions, such as domains in a ferrothat patterns produced in widely differ independently pointed out a ‘fingerprint’
magnet, and can be explained in terms
ing media often seem to have similar fea characteristic of isotropic conditions,
of the physical properties of the medium tures, and one would like to understand which they called ‘parity-broken den
in their move to achieve minimal total
the physics underlying this apparent
drites’ or ‘doublons’because they consist
free energy. Other well-known patterns
unification. (One could even claim that
of two asymmetric parts related by mir
only arise when the system moves out of life itself is a dynamic instability which ror symmetry. Although hints of their
equilibrium, such as the polygonal pat
has developed in the earth’s physico
existence could be found in some experi
tern of cracks in a drying mud flat or the chemical environment.)
ments on crystal growth, the fingerprint
Giant’s Causeway (see page 116), or the
One common problem that inevitably was generally buried under the effects of
periodic wind-blown waves on the desert arises is finding systems which are suffi anisotropy. This is where the water films
sand. The most famous example is the
ciently simple so that both experimental come in.
snowflake, which has an intricate shape data and theoretical analyses of them
determined in some complicated way
can be compared. A thin film of water
Water films
during its growth, and which bears little evaporating from a mica substrate (clean In the course of experiments on ice
relation, apart from the six-fold symme and atomically flat) is one such example. nucleation, done together with Michael
try, to the equilibrium crystal - a hexag Surprisingly, it separates into two phases Elbaum, we discovered a new phase-sep
onal prism. Typical features of non-equi like a freezing liquid, and the separation aration phenomenon in thin pure water
librium patterns can be described and
is slow and controllable. Moreover, the
films on a mica substrate. The develop
often understood in general terms, but
system is two-dimensional and isotropic. ment of these films, which appear to be
pinning them down quantitatively has
quite isotropic in the substrate plane, has
turned out to be much harder.
Phase-separation
proved an almost ideal environment to
Dynamic patterns arise in general
A dynamical process which is of great
study pattern formation during phase
when the equations of motion of a medi practical importance is phase separation, separation under a wide variety of cir
um have runaway solutions for certain
for example, solidification from a melt.
cumstances. We have so far used simple
ranges in space and time, so that these
The thermodynamics of the solid-liquid optical interference microscopy for these
solutions become dominant at long
equilibrium are well understood, but the studies, although it has become clear
times even when the system is initially
process by which that equilibrium is
that a more delicate tool such as ellipperturbed by only infinitesimal fluctua achieved are still under discussion. A
sometry is really necessary.
tions. Over 100 years ago Lord Rayleigh solid crystal can only grow from the melt
What are the two phases involved?
explained the breakup of a water jet into under a certain degree of supercooling; Water films deposited on an atomically
drops by calculating the rate of growth
first a microscopic germ has to nucleate, clean (cleaved) mica surface are
of surface undulations on the cylindrical and then the degree of supercooling con adsorbed by two mechanisms. The first is
jet, and choosing the fluctuation which
trols the rate at which it develops. Early the well-known van der Waals interac
grew most quickly. This method, called
in its growth, a crystal nucleated far
tion which exists between any two mate
‘linear stability analysis’ is still used as a from the boundaries of the fluid contain rials, and the second is a short-range
first approximation to understanding
er will usually develop interface instabil dipole interaction more specific to water
patterns. In recent years many apparent ities. Then the type of pattern obtained and ionic crystals. When these two forces
ly simple and homogeneous media, such depends greatly on the degree of super have opposite signs, an interesting situa
as uniform viscous fluids, reacting chem cooling and the physical properties of
tion occurs. In the strict sense of the
the solid crystal and the liquid-solid
icals and bacterial colonies, have been
term, water ‘wets’ mica, ie a uniform
found to develop surprisingly intricate
interface. Crystals are anisotropic and
thick liquid layer equilibrates with satu
patterns when their equilibrium is dis
even the smallest directional variations
rated vapour. But when the water layer
turbed. Their study from both experi
in their properties can affect runaway
becomes thin enough (about 25 nanome
mental and theoretical standpoints has
solutions crucially. As a result, the prob tres) by evaporation, dewetting can
been prolific, especially since the avail
lem of determining growth patterns in
occur, leaving behind a molecularly thin
ability of fast computers has made
solidification, which generally leads to
layer (maybe 2 nanometres) of water on
detailed simulations possible and thus
dendritic (branched, or tree-like)
the mica. One can envisage here a poten
the ‘solution’ of very complicated differ growth, has been very involved. In get
tial application for ellipsometry, an opti-
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cal technique which is able to measure
the thickness and properties of films
with nanometer accuracy.
The dewetting scenario can be cast
into the form of a phase-separation, in
which the two phases are the ‘thick’ and
‘thin’ films, which are analogous to ‘liq
uid’ and ‘solid’ respectively, since the
thick film is fluid and the thin one is not
The pressure of the water vapour drives
the phase transition; reducing the pres
sure causes ‘freezing’ in this case. Let us
look first at the equilibrium properties
(box l). At relatively high vapour pres
sure, close to saturation, the vapour can
equilibrate with a thick film, and at very
low pressure with a very thin film. At
intermediate pressures, the vapour can
coexist with both films, but one film is
usually metastable; only at one pressure
is there equilibrium between the vapour
and both films, and this is equivalent to
the triple point in the liquid-gas-solid
system.
Nucleation in the solidification model
is then equivalent to nucleation of a
‘thin’ patch which, because of the
isotropy of the medium, has circular
shape to minimize its edge energy. As it
grows its perimeter becomes unstable,
for the same reasons as Rayleigh’s water
jet, and the characteristic shapes arise
(figure l).
Experimentally, the water films are
grown on cleaved mica in a vacuum
chamber containing water vapour. The
vapour pressure is controlled by main-

taining a bath of water or ice at a fixed
temperature Tr The mica surface is a
temperature T somewhat lower than T1
so that water condenses on it, whereas
the surrounding chamber is kept some
what warmer than T1so that it stays dry.
The mica is observed through a window
in the cell by a microscope with quasimonochromatic illumination using inter
ference contrast, which is effective since
the refractive index of water is close to
the geometric mean of those of mica and
the vapour. Dark fringes occur when the
water layer has thickness equal to an odd
number of quarter waves, no nanome
tres in our case. The interference can be

used to estimate the film thicknesses,
although it is not very accurate for films
as thin as these. Experiments have been
carried out at temperatures down to -35°
Celsius where, surprisingly enough, the
water remains liquid.
Suppose that a thick film has been
deposited on the substrate and we then
reduce the vapour pressure below satu
ration. The film starts to evaporate and
we watch it with the interference micro
scope. It has already thinned below 110
nanometres when suddenly small circu
lar patches nucleate randomly in the
field of view. They grow, at a rate deter
mined by the vapour pressure, the water
inside them partially evaporating but
mainly piling up around the rim. The
hydrodynamics of such a process have
been studied for the rupturing of poly
mer films by Françoise Brochard-Wyart
and colleagues in Paris and their model
seems to describe the rim-thickening
process quite well. Soon the rim becomes
unstable and shows clearly visible oscil
lations which become well-developed
instabilities and eventually lead to a starlike pattern of drops (figure 2). This pat
tern can be compared to the simulations
by Kupferman and colleagues which
show very similar characteristics.
As we pointed out, the vapour pres
sure over the film controls the rate at
which the instabilities develop. Using
this as a tool we can compare features of
the interface patterns with fingerprints
of the solid growth simulations. In figure
3 we show some details of features which
reproduce almost exactly the ‘doublon’
structure. However, the simulations are
not complete, in that eventually periodic

Fig 2 Growth of the instability around a dry patch leads to a star-like pattern, several of which can be seen at
different stages of growth in the photograph. The adjacent simulation by Ben-Jacob's group shows the Interface
between a liquid and an isotropic solid grown at high supercooling, and Is surprisingly similar.The star-like structure
can be seen to be built up from rows of drops radiating from the centre of the patch. These are caused by a type of
Rayleigh Instability, which would only occur in the simulation at a much later time
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Fig 1 left Several dry patches nucleate in an evaporating water film about 25 nanometres thick. Water from each
patch is expelled into its rim, which can be seen as a dark ring. Right we show the evolution of a rim and its
instabilities at 40 second Intervals, each image being coloured differently. Initially the rim Is circular but eventually
It develops Into the star-like patterns of fig 2
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Fig 3Observing the details of an expanding rim shows features which have been called 'doublons'or'parity-broken
dendrites'and are characteristic of growth of an isotropic solid from the melt.They can be seen in the simulation in
fig 2, and also feature in those by Müller-Krumbhaar's group shown here. At the top left of the outermost profile in
fig 1 right one of these features can be seen developing

patterns of drops evolve. Similar patterns
of drops have also been observed by
Gunter Reiter at Mulhouse, France and
others in the rupture of polymer films.
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Behaviour of evolving films
In order to see the relationship between
solidification models and film evolution,
both in two dimensions, one must write
down the relevant equations (box 2).
These not only explain why the patterns
are similar, but also indicate regions in
which they are expected to differ.
The basic physics of the solidification
process is very simple, even if solution of
the problem is difficult. When the solid
grows from a supercooled fluid, latent
heat is emitted, some of which goes into
heating the solid up to the melting point,
and the rest is redistributed into the sur
roundings by heat diffusion in the
isotropic fluid. At the crystal surface, the
growth velocity is controlled by the rate
at which latent heat flows down the local
normal temperature gradient. Anisotropy
comes into the process through effects
such as surface tension; the local melting
point is depressed by an amount propor
tional to the product of surface tension
and local curvature (the Gibbs-Thomson
effect). Although the variation of the sur
face tension may be only a few percent
between surface orientations where it is
maximum and minimum, this can be
magnified by the runaway solutions.
In the water films, although the envi
ronment may seem to be very different,
we can establish an analogous situation.
A thin patch nucleates only when the
film is supercooled, ie thinner than equi
librium thickness. Some of the water
which was in the patch evaporates, but

most of it is ejected (like the latent heat)
into the surrounding region where it is
first used to build up the rim to equilib
rium thickness or higher, and the excess
is redistributed into the film. Growth of
the patch is maintained as long as the
film continues to evaporate. It is the
manner by which the water redistributes
which is problematic, because the
process is surely governed by hydrody
namics, and not by diffusion. But under
evaporating conditions, when one takes
into account the fact that the vapour
pressure over a curved surface is modi
fied by the Gibbs-Thomson effect, it is
easy to show that a diffusion-like term is
added to the hydrodynamics, and for
thin enough films can be shown to be
dominant. In this way we establish an
almost complete analogy between the
film evolution and solidification, when
the film is thin enough. This is why the
evolution in the two situations looks so
similar, as we saw in figures 2 and 3.
Notice that there is no in-plane
anisotropy in this case; both phases are
liquid, and the substrate crystallinity
seems to have no influence. By varying
the evaporation rate we can easily get
into two other regimes. At very low rates
(close to equilibrium) the hydrodynamic
redistribution dominates, giving an anal
ogy to viscous fingering patterns, which
appear when an inviscid fluid is forced
under pressure into a viscous one (figure
4). At very high rates the system quench
es into an unstable region, where phaseseparation is spontaneous and no nuclé
ation of patches is necessary. This is
analogous to spinodal decomposition of
an alloy and patterns of drops develop
(figure 5) which have similar geometry to

Fig 4 above At low evaporation rates the rim of a dry
patch left develops a form typical of viscous fingering
patterns, produced for example when air is forced into a
layer of viscous fluid constrained between two parallel
plates above right. This is an effect determined by
surface tension and hydrodynamics
Photograph courtesy ofE. Ben-Jacob
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Analytically, we describe the interaction between the film (thickness h) and the
substrate by a free energy gi(h) per unit area. The van der Waals term is propor
tional to h-2and the polar interaction term to exp(~hld0) so we can write
gi(h) = Ah~2- B exp(-h/do)
This model has been studied by Ashutosh Sharma at Kanpur, Indai and here we
assume both A and B to be positive. Now the chemical potential of the fluid is
µfluid= P-1dgi / dh since adding unit volume to the film adds p molecules. In
equilibrium pfluid=pvapour = kBln(p/psat), from which one immediately sees that
dgi/ dfc = pµvapour
ie ψ = gi - hpµvapour is minimized. Now, looking at ψ(h) for various values of the
external constraint pvapour (figure 6) we see that there are in general two minima,
representing two phases with different film thicknesses. As µvapour is varied a whole
range of possibilities appears, from which the phase diagram can be deduced. In
particular, at one vapour pressure the two minima are at the same level and there
is equilibrium between the two phases and the vapour, whereas otherwise one
phase is metastable. The hump between the two minima represents a nucleation
barrier for the formation of a new phase. In the region where d2gi / dh2is negative,
spinodal (non-nucleated) decomposition occurs, as in binary alloys
Fig 5below At the other limit, of very high evaporation
rates, many dry patches are created without a nucleation
barrier; this is equivalent to spinodal decomposition In an
alloy.The final result is a drop pattern outlining a polygonal
structure left very similar to the cracks In drying mud
below
Photograph courtesy ofH. Lipson

Fig6 The interface energy gi(h) and the thermodynamic
potential ψ =gi - hppnpoul for the model interaction.
For any
< 0, ψ (h) has at least one minimum
which represents an equilibrium state of the film at that
thlckness.The lowest curve represents saturated vapour
pressure, where ψ = gi, and has minimum value at
infinite thickness: wetting. For a range of pvapour however,
illustrated by the middle curve, there are two minima
showing that two states can coexist, although one is
usually metastable. Nucleation of the stable state
corresponds to thermal excitation across the barrier
separating it from the metastable one. When the barrier
becomes zero (upper curve) a non-nucleated (spinodal)
transition occurs
B ox
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The dynamics of the film can be described by an evolution equation for dh/dt. For
small |h |, the curvature is approximated by V2h and hydrodynamic flow is driven
by gradients in chemical potential. There are two sources for this: one is p-l dg,· / dh,
and the other is the Gibbs-Thomson pressure yV2/z. Assuming no slip at the interface
with the substrate, the response to a gradient is given by
dh/dt = V . [ (h-1/3n) Vpµ]

dh/dt = V . {(h3/3n) V [(dg; / dh) - yV2h] - (a / p)[(dg, / dh) - yV2h - pµvapour]
The term (dg,· / dh) - pµvapour is exactly zero at equilibrium, and its value is often neg
ligible on the time scale of an experiment. One can then see, without going into too
much detail, that in the limit of thin films, h → o, the remaining terms represent a
diffusion equation (with diffusion constant ay/p) , whereas at large h the dominant
terms are those for a hydrodynamic flow situation. The water film can therefore be
usefully compared to other experiments in either limit
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Evaporation gives an additional term dh/dt = -a(µ - µvapour) in which a is a constant
which is related to kinetic theory of gases. Together, these lead to the differential
equation
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the patterns of cracks in drying mud.
Another prominent effect which can
easily be investigated with the water film
system during the later stages of film
evolution is the dynamics of the drop
forming instability. Down the symmetry
axis of a doublon there is a strip of water
which is unstable to drop formation, in
much the same way as Rayleigh’s vari
cose instability of the cylindrical water
jet. But because the shape is so different
(it is like a carrot peeling, because the
effective contact angle is only about 0.5°)
the instability develops slowly, during
tens of seconds, and is ideal for detailed
study.
Optical interferometry is being used
in our laboratory for studying a variety
of pattern-formation processes. A major
use, developed during the past several
years, has been to investigate in detail
the fields which drive crystal growth.
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The Giant's Causeway - a Polygonal Puzzle
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Amongthe manycellular patterns that occur innature, fewhave been the subject of as much debate as the Giant's Causeway.This
formation of tightly packed polygonal basalt columns is exposed bythe action of the sea ina particularlyscenic setting in Northern
Ireland, but the phenomenon iswidespread elsewhere as well. For several centuries savants haveasked whether this beautiful
pattern is due to crystallization, compaction, convection,or simplycracking ofthe original lavaflowas it cooledand contracted. If
these arejust cracks, whyshouldtheytake suchan elegant form, without the T-junctions that we see in mudcracks, wherever a new
crackmeets an oldone?
The answer seems to lie inthe veryslowvertical propagation of the crackpatterns as the thickflowcools over a long period of
time. What we see isthe asymptotic state ofthe crackpattern, after it has propagated through perhaps a hundred metres of basalt.
Likethe atoms ofa glass (see Europhysics News 292) the cracks settle into an arrangement which is locallyquite well organised, but
randomover longer distances.

